One spring day, Ken came home and heard the woman across
the street yelling. Ken ran over to see what (was, had, neighbor)
wrong. She had found a newborn (house, puppy, came) on her
grass. It was wet (the, and, I) crying, and there was no mother (was,
Ken, dog) around.
"May I take care of (it, this, ran) puppy?" Ken asked.
"Sure," replied the (neighbor, put, grass).
Ken took the puppy back to (crying, his, they) house. He put the
puppy in (and, care, a) box, but the puppy still cried. (The, Over,
Next) he got a blanket and put (it, puppy, wet) in the dryer. When the
blanket (was, in, put) warm, he wrapped the puppy in (his, Ken, it),
but the puppy still cried. Ken's (got, dad, dryer) put his finger in the
newborn's (woman, mouth, wrapped). It sucked his finger strongly.
"This (home, puppy, from) wants to eat," Ken's dad said.
(Bottle, Tiny, Ken's) mom went to the store. She (bought,
stopped, pad) a tiny bottle and some milk (made, was, in) for little
puppies. When she got (dad, was, home), the family heated the milk
for (but, the, wanted) puppy.
At first the little puppy (a, did, started) not drink. Then it stopped
crying (in, the, and) started to suck from the bottle. (They, For,
Puppies) wanted the puppy to stay warm, (so, when, family) Ken's
dad found a heating pad. (Much, Milk, He) put the pad in the blanket
(what, sleep, which) was already wrapped around the puppy. (Ken,
The, And) puppy seemed much happier and went (to, said, in) sleep.
Later Ken's mom called the (family, vet, cute). The vet said they
should bring (dog, but, the) puppy in for a visit. At (and, the, I) vet's
office, Ken told the vet (when, what, said) he had done for the puppy.
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(The, And, Licked) vet told them they saved the (his, puppy's, vet)
life.
"I will search for a (hand, good, wet) home for this cute little
dog," (Ken, puppy, told) said. Just then the dog licked (mom,
newborn, Ken's) hand. "I think the puppy says (finger, saved,
thanks)," said Ken.
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